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1. Introduction {#anie201710272-sec-0001}
===============

Porous polymers have been actively pursued to address today\'s challenges in areas such as energy technology, sustainable development, clean water, and healthy living.[1](#anie201710272-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} They are an essential part of modern industry and daily life, for example, in soft sponges, fabrics, and filters/separators that supply clean water and/or improve battery power.[2](#anie201710272-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Aside from amplified surface areas, porous polymers are characterized by high processability, cheap resources, light weight, and versatile chemistry for modification and functionalization.[1b](#anie201710272-bib-0001b){ref-type="ref"} The boundaries of porous polymers are continuously widening, and their distinct forms include monolithic foams, powders, bulky resins, thin coatings, fibers, particles.[1](#anie201710272-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#anie201710272-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Structural features such as pore connectivity, accessibility, stability, and charge are crucial to their performance. Recent research has focused particularly on the synergy between Columbic charge and porous structures, especially when the pores are below 100 nm in size. At this extreme size end, electrostatic interaction is superimposed on nanoconfinement, so the mass transport is doubly controlled by the size and charge, which can have an impact on many processes, including ion exchange, molecular separation/gating, sensing, actuation, catalysis, energy conversion, and nanomedicine. The effect of ionic units in porous polymers has underpinned an emerging class of functional polymers---the porous polyelectrolytes.

Polyelectrolytes are polymers with ionized or ionizable groups in their repeating monomeric units.[4](#anie201710272-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} They can be categorized as cationic, anionic, or zwitterionic polyelectrolytes (Figure [1](#anie201710272-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, inner ring). Despite the large potential of porous polyelectrolytes (commonly used chemical structures are listed in the Supporting Information), their preparation remains a daunting task because conventional routes for neutral porous polymers fail or produce samples of low quality. For example, nonsolvent‐induced phase separation (NIPS) and thermal‐induced phase separation (TIPS) methods are the two standard methods for preparing porous filtration membranes.[5](#anie201710272-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Polymerization‐induced phase separation was recently introduced to create hierarchical porosities in polymers.[6](#anie201710272-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} However, these methods are difficult to apply to the vast majority of hydrophilic polyelectrolytes. To this end, methods such as layer‐by‐layer (LbL) assembly, nonsolvent complexation, and freeze‐drying were developed to prepare porous polyelectrolytes with controlled pore architectures and enhanced surface areas for environmental, energy, and biomedical applications (Figure [1](#anie201710272-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, outer ring). For example, combining the Donnan effect and pore‐size sieving in porous polyelectrolyte membranes improved the separation/transport of ions, charged nanoparticles, and/or macromolecules. The incorporation of ions into porous conductive skeletons can improve the electron/hole mobility and promote electrochemical performances in batteries.[7](#anie201710272-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Last but not the least, nanoporous polyelectrolyte particles/micelles show a high load capacity for gene therapies in combination with programmed releasing as a result of delicately controlled particle--drug interactions at the charged pore interfaces.[8](#anie201710272-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

![Classification of polyelectrolytes (polycations, polyanions, and polyzwitterions) and their corresponding applications: A) pH sensor;[45a](#anie201710272-bib-0045a){ref-type="ref"} B) separation;[69f](#anie201710272-bib-0069f){ref-type="ref"} C) actuator;[45b](#anie201710272-bib-0045b){ref-type="ref"} D) ion channel;[88h](#anie201710272-bib-0088h){ref-type="ref"} E) electrocatalysis;[84c](#anie201710272-bib-0084c){ref-type="ref"} F) battery membrane;[85a](#anie201710272-bib-0085a){ref-type="ref"} G) tissue engineering;[54](#anie201710272-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} H) delivery;[94b](#anie201710272-bib-0094b){ref-type="ref"} I) catalysis;[45g](#anie201710272-bib-0045g){ref-type="ref"} J) saloplastic.[63e](#anie201710272-bib-0063e){ref-type="ref"} The shapes of the ions are only a conceptual illustration and do not represent the physical size of each cation/anion. Reproduced from Refs. [45a](#anie201710272-bib-0045a){ref-type="ref"},[45b](#anie201710272-bib-0045b){ref-type="ref"},[45g](#anie201710272-bib-0045g){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#anie201710272-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [63e](#anie201710272-bib-0063e){ref-type="ref"}, [69f](#anie201710272-bib-0069f){ref-type="ref"}, [84c](#anie201710272-bib-0084c){ref-type="ref"}, [85a](#anie201710272-bib-0085a){ref-type="ref"}, [88h](#anie201710272-bib-0088h){ref-type="ref"}, [94b](#anie201710272-bib-0094b){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g004){#anie201710272-fig-0001}

This Review deals with the preparation and applications of porous polyelectrolytes and their hybrids, in which polyelectrolytes sit at interfaces of pore channels. Functional materials derived from porous polyelectrolytes are also included. The Review starts with a brief introduction of porous polyelectrolytes, followed by methods to prepare their membranes, scaffolds, particles, and high surface area powders. Next, applications of porous polyelectrolytes in environmental protection, actuators, sensors, catalysis, energy conversion, nanomedicine, and biomedical scaffolds are detailed. Porous networks with charges, such as covalent organic frameworks (COFs) and metal‐organic frameworks (MOFs), are not in the scope of this Review, since charged COFs/MOFs carry intrinsic micropores, while porous polyelectrolytes are mostly endowed with meso*‐*/macropores and result in different confinement effects. In addition, porous polyelectrolytes can be processed more easily because of their polymer nature, and hence are more attractive for practical usage. Although there are various comprehensive reviews on porous polymers or porous materials,[9](#anie201710272-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} porous polyelectrolytes have not yet been reviewed.

2. Porous Polyelectrolyte Membranes {#anie201710272-sec-0002}
===================================

Commercial porous polymer membranes, and in particular neutral polymers, account for an annually growing market of 8 billion USD. Their distinctive functions have led to a recent surge in the use of porous polyelectrolyte membranes (PPMs) in ion conducting/gating,[10](#anie201710272-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} controlled delivery,[11](#anie201710272-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} smart materials/interfaces,[12](#anie201710272-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} nanodevices,[13](#anie201710272-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} and bio‐interfaces,[14](#anie201710272-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} but have suffered from limited synthetic methods. Most PPMs are prepared by LbL assembly, block copolymer (BCP) self‐assembly, template strategies, and confined electrostatic complexation methods, as discussed in the following subsections.

2.1. Layer‐by‐Layer Porous Polyelectrolyte Membranes {#anie201710272-sec-0003}
----------------------------------------------------

LbL assembly is a thin film fabrication process whereby building blocks with complementary interactions are deposited onto substrates through alternating sorption.[15](#anie201710272-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} This is a simple, practically powerful technique (Figure [2](#anie201710272-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a) for producing films of precise thickness on a nanometers scale.[16](#anie201710272-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Most polyelectrolyte LbL films are dense and well‐suited for molecular separation and as barrier films.[17](#anie201710272-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} By modulating post‐treatments and assembly conditions, LbL films can be made porous for applications such as sensors, smart coatings, and controlled delivery vehicles.

![a) Schematic layer by layer assembly of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes.[15](#anie201710272-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} b, c) Surface morphologies of a 21‐layer PAA/PAH polyelectrolyte multilayer film ((PAA/PAH)~21~) before (b) and after (c) immersion into a bath at pH 2.50.[18](#anie201710272-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} d) Top‐view SEM images of a (PAA/PAH)~20~ film after immersion in an aqueous solution at pH 2.7 for 30 min without subsequent immersion in deionized water.[24](#anie201710272-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} e) SEM images of PAH~8.5~/PAA~3.5~ films with 12.5 bilayers.[25c](#anie201710272-bib-0025c){ref-type="ref"} f) Schematic illustration of the preparation and AFM images (before and after cross‐linking) of PAH/PAA porous polyelectrolyte LbL membranes.[23](#anie201710272-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Refs. [15](#anie201710272-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#anie201710272-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#anie201710272-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#anie201710272-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25c](#anie201710272-bib-0025c){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g005){#anie201710272-fig-0002}

### 2.1.1. Post‐Treatment Methods for Porous LbL Films {#anie201710272-sec-0004}

Rubner and co‐workers reported porous polyelectrolyte LbL films made from poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH; Figure [2](#anie201710272-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b,c).[10](#anie201710272-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#anie201710272-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#anie201710272-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Three‐dimensionally (3D) interconnected porous PAA/PAH multilayer films with pore sizes ranging from 100 to 500 nm were obtained by tuning the pH value of the assembly solutions. The subsequent exposure of these films to neutral water resulted in discrete open pores with diameters of 50 to 200 nm, which could be chemically fixed by annealing above 200 °C. Inspired by the work of Rubner and co‐workers, the use of other stimuli such as salts,[20](#anie201710272-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} electric field,[21](#anie201710272-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} and light[22](#anie201710272-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} was investigated. These studies showed it was possible to create tunable pores with diameters ranging from tens of nanometers[23](#anie201710272-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} to micrometers (Figure [2](#anie201710272-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} d).[24](#anie201710272-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} By using the same NaCl concentration in both the assembly and washing steps, Caruso and co‐workers proved that smooth films were obtained first and exposure to water resulted in their evolution into porous films with regular, discrete, nanometer‐sized pores.[20a](#anie201710272-bib-0020a){ref-type="ref"} These authors also discovered that the film morphology depended on the film thickness, which is indicative of a dewetting mechanism for pore formation.

This model of pore formation was further exploited to engineer porous LbL films. Lee and co‐workers prepared PAA/PAH polyelectrolyte multilayer films with tunable surface properties and hierarchical pores by using high‐molecular‐weight PAH and PAA.[25](#anie201710272-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Zacharia and co‐workers created pores by exposing poly(ethylene imine)/PAA films to an electric field.[21](#anie201710272-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Zhang and co‐workers fabricated a light‐sensitive porous film, and created pores 10--100 nm in size by degradation of poly‐[l]{.smallcaps}‐lysine (PLL) and DNA terminated with 5‐(4‐aminophenyl)‐10,15,20‐triphenylporphyrin (APP) groups by irradiation with light.[22](#anie201710272-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} This work enables the remote control of porous structures with tunable pore densities and pore sizes. Zhang et al. proposed a two‐step mechanism for the formation of pores in PAA/poly(4‐vinylpyridine) (P4VP) multilayer films in a basic solution.[26](#anie201710272-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} This proposal consisted of the quick dissolution (e.g. ca. 1 min) of PAA at pH 12.5 and the gradual reconformation of P4VP polymer chains remaining on the substrate. The same group also studied the effects of electrostatic interactions[27](#anie201710272-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} and the substrate[28](#anie201710272-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} on pore formation.

### 2.1.2. Templated Porous LbL Films {#anie201710272-sec-0005}

An alternative to post‐treatment is the preparation of LbL PPMs by a templating strategy.[23](#anie201710272-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#anie201710272-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Caruso and co‐workers described the assembly of PAH and P4VP with PAA at pH 3.5 (Figure [2](#anie201710272-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} f).[23](#anie201710272-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The film was first thermally cross‐linked to fix the PAH/PAA pair, and subsequently the P4VP component was erased at pH 10 by disrupting the hydrogen bonding between the P4VP and PAA to yield nanoscale pores (10--50 nm). Zhuo et al. circumvented the cross‐linking reaction by introducing a disulfide‐bearing polycation template that is cleavable under reductive conditions, such as phosphate‐buffered saline.[33](#anie201710272-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} The polycation template was mixed with PAH and assembled with poly(sodium 4‐styrenesulfonate) (PSS), which formed porous multilayer films on reductive removal of the template. Recently the same group constructed porphyrin‐containing porous LbL films through photodegradation of component polyelectrolytes (PLL and DNA). Importantly, both the number and sizes of the pores were controlled by the illumination time, thus offering a new route to porous LbL films.[22](#anie201710272-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

### 2.1.3. Porous LbL Films Based on Unconventional Building Blocks {#anie201710272-sec-0006}

Building blocks other than conventional polyelectrolytes, for example, zwitterionic polyelectrolytes (Figure [1](#anie201710272-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, inner ring), polyelectrolyte complex (PEC) particles, pillar\[5\]arenes/cucurbit\[8\]uril derivatives, and graphene,[30](#anie201710272-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} have recently been utilized to prepare nanoporous LbL membranes. A zwitterionic polyelectrolyte carries both a cation and anion in the same monomer unit, and tends to form intramolecular associations through ionic interactions.[28b](#anie201710272-bib-0028b){ref-type="ref"} An and co‐workers reported the zwitterionic polyelectrolyte poly(4‐vinylpyridiniomethane carboxylate) which, after blending with poly(dimethyldiallylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC), assembled in an LbL fashion with PAA.[20b](#anie201710272-bib-0020b){ref-type="ref"} The ionic interaction between poly(4‐vinylpyridiniomethane carboxylate) and PAA was interrupted in a 0.15 [m]{.smallcaps} NaCl solution and resulted in nanoporous PDADMAC/PAA membranes. The zwitterionic polyelectrolyte can even be removed under physiological conditions as a result of its weak bonding with the anionic polymers.[29](#anie201710272-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Sun and co‐workers used salt‐containing nonstoichiometric PAA‐PAH PEC particles as building blocks,[31](#anie201710272-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} and stressed the important roles of the salts in the formation of the pores. This interpretation was supported by other studies, whereby LbL membranes made from PEC particles with little to no salts were found to be dense.[32](#anie201710272-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

Ogoshi et al. presented a rare example of an LbL film assembled from two oppositely charged pillar\[5\]arene derivatives (Figure [3](#anie201710272-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a).[34](#anie201710272-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} The active pores were the inherent cavity of the pillar\[5\]arene molecules (ca. 5 Å), and could be precisely controlled at the Ångstrom level. The microporous pillar\[5\]arene LbL membrane could take up *para*‐dinitrobenzene (ca. 4.3 Å) and reject *ortho*‐dinitrobenzene and *meta*‐dinitrobenzene (both ca. 5.9 Å). In addition to size selection, surface charges on this LbL film determined its ability to adsorb guest molecules, similar to nanofiltration and reverse osmosis membranes that are governed by a combination of size and charge effects. Li and co‐workers produced a 2D supramolecular film by complexation of the preorganized triangular aromatic guests containing 4,4′‐bipyridin‐1‐ium with cucurbit\[8\]uril.[35c](#anie201710272-bib-0035c){ref-type="ref"} Self‐assembly at a 2:3 molar ratio in water led to single‐layered periodic honeycomb‐shaped 2D films with a pore diameter of 3.70 nm (Figure [3](#anie201710272-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b). Feng and co‐workers furthered extended this method to prepare 1.8 nm thick monolayers with areas up to 0.25 cm^2^.[35d](#anie201710272-bib-0035d){ref-type="ref"} The ability to modulate pore sizes and film thicknesses at the Ångstrom/nanometer level is crucial for molecular separation, particularly for fairly similar molecular sizes, for example, xylene isomers. Moreover, it renders the host--guest recognition chemistry viable in the solid state,[35](#anie201710272-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} in contrast to the vast majority of previous solution‐based studies.

![a) Size‐selective and surface‐potential‐dependent molecular recognition of a microporous LbL film ("P+": pillar\[5\]arene‐NH~3~ ^+^; "P−": pillar\[5\]arene‐COO^−^).[34](#anie201710272-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} b) Self‐assembly of different building blocks with cucurbit\[8\]uril in water.[35c](#anie201710272-bib-0035c){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Refs. [34](#anie201710272-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35c](#anie201710272-bib-0035c){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g006){#anie201710272-fig-0003}

2.2. Block Copolymer (BCP) Porous Polyelectrolyte Membranes {#anie201710272-sec-0007}
-----------------------------------------------------------

BCP PPMs are accessible by breath‐figure, self‐assembly, and templating methods. The breath‐figure method is based on the use of amphiphilic copolymers to stabilize water droplets that are condensed in a water‐immiscible organic solvent.[36](#anie201710272-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Karthaus and co‐workers found that negatively charged polyion complexes could reduce the surface tension of the condensed water droplets and stabilize their two‐dimensional arrangements, thus enabling the formation of well‐defined honeycomb membranes.[37b](#anie201710272-bib-0037b){ref-type="ref"} BCP self‐assembly is known to give rise to a wealth of ordered polymer microstructures,[38](#anie201710272-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} which can be used to engineer PPMs if one of the BCP blocks is a polyelectrolyte. As such, a variety of BCPs consisting of a neutral hydrophobic polystyrene (PS) block and an ionic hydrophilic block (e.g. PAA[37](#anie201710272-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} and P4VP[39](#anie201710272-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}) were investigated. Ma and co‐workers reported that the hydrophilicity of the PAA block was essential to form porous PS‐*b*‐PAA films with better regularities and larger pores.[40](#anie201710272-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} The degree of ionization of PAA was found to determine the time for the transformation of the wettability behavior of the PS‐*b*‐PAA honeycomb membrane and its water contact angle.[37c](#anie201710272-bib-0037c){ref-type="ref"} Stenzel and co‐workers exploited PS‐*b*‐PAA honeycomb membranes as a scaffold for cell growth, whereby the PAA block was designed to dope polypyrrole for better performance of the cell cultures.[37a](#anie201710272-bib-0037a){ref-type="ref"} Smaller pores were found to enhance cell attachment, which indicates that Columbic charge has an impact on the structure, formation kinetics, and physicochemical properties of the membranes.

Peinemann et al. combined BCP self‐assembly with the NIPS process for the one‐step preparation of nanoporous BCP membranes without a template (Figure [4](#anie201710272-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} a).[41](#anie201710272-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} The PS‐*b*‐P4VP BCP was dissolved in a mixture of dimethylformamide (DMF) and THF. The polymer solution was cast onto a glass plate, dried at room temperature for 10 s, immersed in water for 24 h, and eventually dried under ambient conditions. Interestingly, the cross‐section of the porous structure was similar to that of a normal NIPS‐based macroporous membrane, while the well‐defined nanopores on the top surface originated from the BCP self‐assembly. This method has the advantage of combining the two distinct porous morphologies in a one‐step scalable process. The same group later further expanded this process, including by combination of the spray or dip coating technique with NIPS (Figure [4](#anie201710272-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} b).[41f](#anie201710272-bib-0041f){ref-type="ref"}

![a) Formation of an asymmetric membrane from PS‐*b*‐P4VP BCP. Immersing a PS‐*b*‐P4VP film in a water bath leads to a NIPS and the formation of a porous sublayer; simultaneously the P4VP‐lined cylinders grow in length. The green and red arrows represent the evaporation of THF and DMF, respectively. SEM images of the surface (bottom left) and cross‐sectional (bottom right) structures of a PS‐*b*‐P4VP nanoporous membrane.[41e](#anie201710272-bib-0041e){ref-type="ref"} b) Membrane production by either spray or dip coating. c) SEM images of the top and cross‐section of self‐assembled membranes made from PS*‐b*‐P4VP with different molecular weights and P4VP contents.[41f](#anie201710272-bib-0041f){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Refs. [41e](#anie201710272-bib-0041e){ref-type="ref"},[41f](#anie201710272-bib-0041f){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g007){#anie201710272-fig-0004}

2.3. Polyionic Liquid (PIL) Porous Membranes {#anie201710272-sec-0008}
--------------------------------------------

PILs are polyelectrolytes synthesized by the polymerization of ionic liquid (IL) monomers. The IL species confer PILs with unique physiochemical properties, such as solubility in some organic solvents that were previously considered as nonsolvents for conventional hydrophilic polyelectrolytes, glass transition temperatures down to −50 °C, high surface activities, and inflammability. Dense PIL membranes have been exploited by Gin and Noble for the capture/separation of CO~2~ [42](#anie201710272-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} and ion conduction.[43](#anie201710272-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} The hydrophobicity of some PILs is a distinctive feature that renders their porous PIL membranes stable in water. Three major strategies---counteranion exchange,[44](#anie201710272-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} confined electrostatic complexation,[45](#anie201710272-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} and hard template[46](#anie201710272-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}---have recently been used to fabricate porous PIL membranes.

The effect of the counteranion on PIL porous structures was pioneered by the Texter group (Figure [5](#anie201710272-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}).[44](#anie201710272-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} A transparent and compact gel was produced by the copolymerization of methyl methacrylate in a microemulsion with a surfactant‐like bromide‐containing IL monomer in the presence of a dimethacrylate cross‐linker. When bromide (small and hydrophilic) was exchanged by a bulky PF~6~ ^−^ anion, the PIL gel became semitransparent and contained internal interconnected macropores.[44a](#anie201710272-bib-0044a){ref-type="ref"} This poration process was reversible by shuttling between water and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solvents, and is a generic phenomenon of similar copolymers developed by the same group.[44b](#anie201710272-bib-0044b){ref-type="ref"} The phase diagram of this poration system was later studied in detail,[44b](#anie201710272-bib-0044b){ref-type="ref"},[44c](#anie201710272-bib-0044c){ref-type="ref"} and the mechanism was extended to film systems.[47](#anie201710272-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Yan et al. prepared a PIL porous membrane with high uptake of metal ions, whereby the porous morphology could be tuned by ab‐/desorption of metal ions.[44e](#anie201710272-bib-0044e){ref-type="ref"} Recently, Gao and co‐workers prepared a series of cross‐linked porous PIL networks by replacing the bulk anion (salicylate) with a halide ion. The as‐prepared PILs exhibited nanoparticle morphologies and hierarchical pores with a specific surface area of up to 200 m^2^ g^−1^ that featured good catalytic activity in the cycloaddition reactions of CO~2~ with epoxides.[47](#anie201710272-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}

![Spinodal decomposition of a cross‐linked bicontinuous gel to form an open‐cell porous material upon exposure to a poor solvent. Bottom: SEM pictures of the poly(1‐(2‐acryloyloxyundecyl)‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate) PIL after microemulsion polymerization (left) and after treatment with an aqueous 0.1 m KPF~6~ solution (right).[44a](#anie201710272-bib-0044a){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Ref. [44a](#anie201710272-bib-0044a){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g008){#anie201710272-fig-0005}

The hard templating method has also been applied to prepare porous PIL membranes. IL monomers were bulk‐polymerized in situ in face‐centered cubic SiO~2~ nanoparticle templates.[46b](#anie201710272-bib-0046b){ref-type="ref"}--[46e](#anie201710272-bib-0046e){ref-type="ref"} The silica template was removed by etching with hydrofluoric acid, thereby resulting in 3D ordered macroporous PIL membranes. The as‐prepared membranes highlight the precise control over the pore shapes and sizes, and function well as photonic crystal sensors. However, the removal of silica templates is labor‐intensive and evolves hazardous etching reagents.

To circumvent the hard templating method, electrostatic complexation was exploited to fabricate hierarchically structured (nano)porous PIL membranes with an unusual gradient in the complexation degree along their cross‐sections (Figure [6](#anie201710272-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}).[45a](#anie201710272-bib-0045a){ref-type="ref"} In a typical experiment, a cationic hydrophobic PIL and PAA were dissolved in DMSO. The PAA stays neutral in DMSO and is, thus, homogeneously mixed with the PIL in solution without complexation/precipitation. The mixture solution was cast as a thin liquid film on a glass plate, dried at 80 °C, and finally immersed in an aqueous ammonia solution. The ammonia and water molecules then diffused into the film to deprotonate the PAA and so introduce electrostatic complexation between the PIL and PAA, whereas the PIL was simultaneously phase‐separated from the water to create pores (Figure [6](#anie201710272-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} a). The first generation of membranes prepared by this method feature hierarchical porous systems along the cross‐section, namely, a macroporous skin and a bulk 3D interconnected nanoporous layer, bearing pores from 30 to 100 nm (Figure [6](#anie201710272-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} b).

![a) Preparation of a nanoporous polyelectrolyte membrane made from a mixed solution of a cationic PIL and PAA in DMF.[45a](#anie201710272-bib-0045a){ref-type="ref"} b--e) Chemical compositions and SEM images of a porous PIL membrane with different chemical compositions.[45d](#anie201710272-bib-0045d){ref-type="ref"}--[45f](#anie201710272-bib-0045f){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Refs. [45a](#anie201710272-bib-0045a){ref-type="ref"},[45d](#anie201710272-bib-0045d){ref-type="ref"}--[45f](#anie201710272-bib-0045f){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g009){#anie201710272-fig-0006}

The second generation aims to improve the membrane performance by controlling the charge density, the molecular weight of acids, and the additives. Such membranes have either a homogeneous porous cross‐section or a gradient distribution of pore sizes. For example, membranes with pores ranging from 80 nm to 2.5 μm were tailored by choosing benzoic acid derivatives (Figure [6](#anie201710272-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} c);[45e](#anie201710272-bib-0045e){ref-type="ref"} membranes impregnated with cellulose nanofibrils showed a tensile strength of up to about 10.4 MPa, which is much higher than commercial porous polymer filtration membranes;[45f](#anie201710272-bib-0045f){ref-type="ref"} membranes bearing dicyanamide anions were thermally cross‐linked by a 1,3,5‐triazine network (Figure [6](#anie201710272-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} d) to enhance their stability in an ionic environment, which makes these membranes useful as separators for lithium ion batteries.[48](#anie201710272-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} This method was further broadened to other polyelectrolytes, such as polyvinylpyridinium compounds (Figure [6](#anie201710272-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} e)[45d](#anie201710272-bib-0045d){ref-type="ref"} and other hydrophilic polyelectrolytes.[49a](#anie201710272-bib-0049a){ref-type="ref"} It was even applicable to mussel‐inspired polyelectrolyte complexation triggered by solvent exchange to yield a robust wet adhesive with porous structures depending on the catechol content in the polyelectrolyte system.[49b](#anie201710272-bib-0049b){ref-type="ref"}

In parallel, the groups of Vancso and Xu exploited the electrostatic complexation method to engineer redox‐responsive porous PIL membranes[50](#anie201710272-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} and porous anion‐exchange membranes,[51](#anie201710272-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} respectively. The pore structures were found to be switchable between more‐open and more‐closed states depending on the electrochemical redox potential. This feature was attributed to the redox‐responsive ferrocenylsilane moieties in the membrane. Such a membrane was applied as a flow‐rate controller that could be used for gated filtration, catalysis, and controlled release.[50](#anie201710272-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Zheng and co‐workers used this method to synthesize a cationic PIL carrying azobenzene side groups. The pores were responsive toward irradiation with ultraviolet light, and could selectively adsorb cationic dyes.[51e](#anie201710272-bib-0051e){ref-type="ref"} Instead of PAA, Zhang and co‐workers used a poly(acrylic acid‐*co*‐acrylonitrile) copolymer to prepare a porous nanofiltration membrane with improved mechanical strength for filtrations under external pressure.[52](#anie201710272-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}

3. Porous Polyelectrolyte Scaffolds {#anie201710272-sec-0009}
===================================

3.1. Freeze‐Dried Porous PEC Scaffolds {#anie201710272-sec-0010}
--------------------------------------

Freeze‐drying of an aqueous polyelectrolyte solution is a straightforward method for preparing macroporous polyelectrolytes with micrometer‐scale pores. It has been widely used to prepare scaffolds for tissue engineering,[53](#anie201710272-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} which requires stable porosity in an aqueous environment to provide adequate spaces and channels for cell migration and the efficient transport of nutrients and metabolic wastes. In addition, biocompatibility, degradability, and mechanical strength are necessities that must be considered for polyelectrolyte scaffolds. In this regard, the polycation chitosan has been complexed with various polyanions such as pectin, polygalacturonic acid, sodium alginate, carboxymethyl cellulose, and silk fibroin.

To prepare PEC scaffolds, the polyelectrolyte components were mixed to obtain either a solution or precipitate, followed by freeze‐drying and modulation. The structures of such PEC scaffolds depend on both the chemical nature of the starting polyelectrolytes and the processing parameters. Ding and co‐workers used a facile assembly process followed by freeze‐drying and ionic cross‐linking to prepare a hydrogel scaffold. The obtained 3D elastic bulk nanofibrous structures based on alginate featured shape‐memory behavior, elastic‐responsive conductivity, and could be injected (Figure [7](#anie201710272-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} a,c).[54](#anie201710272-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} Zhang and co‐workers reported that the viscosity of the chitosan/sodium alginate solution had an impact on the pore structures and mechanical properties of the scaffold, and excessive acetic acid in the system caused degradation of the pores (Figure [7](#anie201710272-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} b).[55](#anie201710272-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}

![a) Freeze‐drying for the preparation of porous scaffolds. b--d) Representative SEM images of PEC scaffolds generated by the freeze‐drying method.[54](#anie201710272-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#anie201710272-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [60a](#anie201710272-bib-0060a){ref-type="ref"}. Reproduced from Refs. [54](#anie201710272-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#anie201710272-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [60a](#anie201710272-bib-0060a){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g010){#anie201710272-fig-0007}

Zhang and co‐workers have focused on the preparation, structure regulation, and application of chitosan/sodium alginate porous scaffolds.[56](#anie201710272-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} A chitosan/sodium alginate blend solution was introduced into 24‐well cell‐culture plates, freeze dried, and cross‐linked with CaCl~2~. The electrostatic complexation between chitosan and sodium alginate enhanced the scaffold strength, thereby giving rise to a compressive modulus of 8.16 MPa and a yield strength of 0.46 MPa at a porosity of 92 %.[56b](#anie201710272-bib-0056b){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the chitosan/sodium alginate PEC scaffold has a high degree of tissue compatibility that promotes the proliferation of bone‐forming osteoblasts, thus providing a promising scaffold material for clinical trials. Polygalacturonic acid and chitosan were exploited by Katti and co‐workers to prepare fibrous PEC scaffolds featuring highly porous structures that arose from the coalescence of PEC particles at the interface of ice crystals.[57](#anie201710272-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} The same group later incorporated hydroxyapatite particles into the scaffolds to enhance the adhesion and proliferation of osteoblast cells.[57a](#anie201710272-bib-0057a){ref-type="ref"}

Wu et al. developed a three‐component (chitosan, polyglutamate, and carboxymethylcellulose) porous PEC gel for application as an injectable scaffold.[58](#anie201710272-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} Enhanced bone regeneration was achieved, and the early stage healing of bones was accelerated by adding CaSO~4~⋅2 H~2~O to the scaffold. Chen and Fan found that the internal porosity of the carboxymethylcellulose/chitosan porous scaffolds was increased through the incorporation of the cellulose component.[59](#anie201710272-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} The adhesion, spreading, cell capacity, and 3D configurations of pulp cells were improved in the PEC scaffolds compared to the pristine chitosan scaffolds.

Silk fibroin, despite its brittleness, is one of the most attractive biopolymers for the tissue engineering of bones, cartilage, and ligaments. Several groups have explored chitosan/silk fibroin scaffolds as a consequence of the ionic complexation between the two polyelectrolytes.[60](#anie201710272-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} Feng and co‐workers found that optimized chitosan/silk fibroin scaffolds promoted the proliferation of the human hepatoma cell line significantly (Figure [7](#anie201710272-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} d).[60a](#anie201710272-bib-0060a){ref-type="ref"} Bhardwaj and Kundu reported that both the mechanical performance and antibacterial properties were improved by the electrostatic complexation between silk fibroin and chitosan.[60c](#anie201710272-bib-0060c){ref-type="ref"} Coimbra et al. prepared chitosan/pectin PEC precipitates by mixing the two aqueous solutions at pH 4.5.[61](#anie201710272-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} Freeze‐drying at −20 °C led to macroporous PEC scaffolds, on which human osteoblast cells could proliferate with noncytotoxic degradation by‐products.[62](#anie201710272-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} The same group also prepared chitosan/sodium hyaluronate porous PEC scaffolds with smaller pores for tissue engineering.[61](#anie201710272-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}

3.2. Saloplastic Porous PECs {#anie201710272-sec-0011}
----------------------------

Recently, Schlenoff and co‐workers coined the concept of "saloplastic" PECs, which are ionically cross‐linked materials that can be reshaped by breaking sufficient cross‐links using concentrated salt solutions.[63](#anie201710272-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Interestingly, these materials can also feature porosity and can be easily processed through treatment with various salts. This endows the saloplastic PECs with unique mechanical properties that are suited for bioimplants. Saloplastic PECs have been reviewed by the same authors in Ref. [64](#anie201710272-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}.

4. Porous Polyelectrolyte Particles {#anie201710272-sec-0012}
===================================

Porous particles with appropriate particle sizes, colloidal stability, loading capacity, releasing properties, and biocompatibility are sought after for nanomedicine. Porous polyelectrolyte particles can undergo multiple and modulated interactions with targeted charged biomacromolecules (e.g. DNA, protein) to afford an increased payload such as with polyion‐DNA complexes for gene therapy.[8b](#anie201710272-bib-0008b){ref-type="ref"} Templated LbL assembly[65](#anie201710272-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} and BCP self‐assembly[66](#anie201710272-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} are emerging methods for preparing porous polyelectrolyte particles.

Caruso and co‐workers prepared porous particles for in vivo delivery and therapy by the infiltration of polyelectrolytes into mesoporous silica templates followed by cross‐linking and template removal. The size of the polyelectrolyte coil in the dipping solutions must match the channel size (ca. 30 nm) of the mesoporous template to facilitate polymer infiltration into the template particles. The authors utilized low‐molecular‐weight PAA (MW=2000 g mol^−1^) in a dipping solution containing 0.7 [m]{.smallcaps} NaCl to force infiltration of the polymer under sonication. After each assembly cycle, the adsorbed polymers were cross‐linked by heating the dried sample at 160 °C for 2 h. Eventually the silica templates were removed with hydrofluoric acid to yield porous polyelectrolyte particles with pore sizes of around 5--50 nm.[65g](#anie201710272-bib-0065g){ref-type="ref"} This work opened up a generic pathway to nanoporous polyelectrolyte particles with tailored compositions, such as nanoporous protein (lysozyme, cytochrome *c*, and catalase) particles,[65e](#anie201710272-bib-0065e){ref-type="ref"} peptide particles,[65d](#anie201710272-bib-0065d){ref-type="ref"} and drug‐loading particles.[65c](#anie201710272-bib-0065c){ref-type="ref"},[65d](#anie201710272-bib-0065d){ref-type="ref"},[65f](#anie201710272-bib-0065f){ref-type="ref"} The controlled delivery of drug payloads was modulated through cleavage of sensitive bonds such as disulfide[65f](#anie201710272-bib-0065f){ref-type="ref"} and hydrazine (Figure [8](#anie201710272-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} a)[65c](#anie201710272-bib-0065c){ref-type="ref"} bonds between the model drugs and the polyelectrolytes.

![a) The modular assembly of silica‐templated drug‐loaded polymer particles and pH‐dependent drug release after endocytosis in a cancer cell.[65c](#anie201710272-bib-0065c){ref-type="ref"} b) Selective separation of bovine serum albumin (green ellipsoid) and bovine haemoglobin (magenta sphere) using the PS‐*b*‐PAA particle at pH 5.8. The figures on the right‐hand side are SEM images of particles with regular nanometer‐sized pores of high density.[66](#anie201710272-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Refs. [65c](#anie201710272-bib-0065c){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#anie201710272-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g011){#anie201710272-fig-0008}

Yan et al. exploited a templating method to prepare nanoporous polyelectrolyte/nanoparticle composites.[65h](#anie201710272-bib-0065h){ref-type="ref"}, [65i](#anie201710272-bib-0065i){ref-type="ref"} Inorganic nanoparticles (e.g. citrate‐Au and γ‐Fe~2~O~3~) were loaded into porous calcium carbonate microparticles in the first step. The PLL polyelectrolytes were then infiltrated into the template and cross‐linking was carried out with glutaraldehyde. Finally, the particle template was removed to yield porous colloidal polyelectrolyte/nanoparticle spheres. The template‐assisted assembly highlights the controlled loading density of nanoparticles and flexible variation of polyelectrolytes on demand, thus allowing the fabrication of 3D hybrid colloidal spheres with multiple functions in a simple and controllable manner.

Nanoporous polymer particles with gated pores and high protein sorption capacity were prepared by Peinemann and co‐workers using PS‐*b*‐PAA BCP (Figure [8](#anie201710272-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} b).[66](#anie201710272-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} The copolymer was first dissolved in a toluene/methanol mixture, whereby the toluene and methanol are good solvents for the PS and PAA blocks, respectively. Spherical particles with dense (2.1×10^13^ pores m^−2^) and uniform pores (ca. 27 nm) perpendicular to the surface were obtained after adding a fivefold excess of methanol to the BCP solution. The phase diagram and kinetics of the self‐assembled structures revealed that the self‐assembly mainly occurs in three steps: 1) vesicles and lamella, 2) Schoen gyroid, 3) Schwarz P structure. These particles were negatively charged at all the pH values tested (3--10), which indicates that the surface is rich in the PAA block. As such, the particles could separate bovine serum albumin and immunoglobulin A proteins, which have similar sizes (6.8 nm versus 14 nm) but different isoelectric points (4.7 versus 7.3), because the surface charges gate the pore entrance through electrostatic interactions with the charged proteins.

5. High Surface Area Porous Polyionic Liquids {#anie201710272-sec-0013}
=============================================

The porous polyelectrolytes discussed above were mostly macroporous with low specific surface areas (\<100 m^2^ g^−1^) or mesoporous in a thin‐film state. The remarkable chemical and physical properties of PILs has led to rapid progress in high surface area bulk polyelectrolytes. Three methods have been exploited so far, including templating,[46a](#anie201710272-bib-0046a){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#anie201710272-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} nonsolvent complexation,[35b](#anie201710272-bib-0035b){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#anie201710272-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} and hyper‐cross‐linking.[69](#anie201710272-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}

5.1. Template Method {#anie201710272-sec-0014}
--------------------

By employing rather small commercial silica nanoparticles, LUDOX TM 50 (ca. 25 nm), as templates, Wilke et al. prepared mesoporous PILs with well‐defined mesopore sizes and shapes as well as high specific surface areas up to 200 m^2^ g^−1^.[46a](#anie201710272-bib-0046a){ref-type="ref"} The interstitial voids of an opal‐like mesoporous silica template were first filled up with a liquid IL monomer/initiator mixture. Mesoporous PILs were then obtained by polymerization of the IL monomers at 200 °C and subsequent removal of the silica templates. Wang and co‐workers invented a soft template route towards hierarchical meso‐/macroporous PIL monoliths with tunable pore structures.[67a](#anie201710272-bib-0067a){ref-type="ref"} The IL monomer 1‐allyl‐3‐vinylimidazolium chloride was self‐polymerized in an aqueous solution containing the copolymer P123 (EO~20~PO~70~EO~20~) as a soft template. Removal of the template by ethanol extraction afforded the targeted porous monolith. Odriozola and co‐workers utilized ILs as porogenic solvents to prepare nanoporous PILs.[67b](#anie201710272-bib-0067b){ref-type="ref"} The method is facile, scalable, and generic, but the porous PILs only have moderate specific surface areas up to 90 m^2^ g^−1^.

5.2. Nonsolvent Complexation Method {#anie201710272-sec-0015}
-----------------------------------

In contrast to covalent cross‐linking, which is frequently exploited to obtain polymers with high surface areas, ionic cross‐linking in conventional polyelectrolytes is less popular because the dynamic nature of the electrostatic complexation in water makes it hard to freeze the conformation of the polyelectrolyte chain and to stabilize the pore structures. This limitation has been circumvented by using hydrophobic PILs, as exemplified by mesoporous PIL complexes.[35b](#anie201710272-bib-0035b){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#anie201710272-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} In a typical formulation, a hydrophobic PIL was blended with PAA in DMF or DMSO solvent (the dissolving solvent), which was added to a solution of ammonia in ethanol (the complexation solvent) to yield porous powders with specific surface areas and pore volumes of up to 300 m^2^ g^−1^ and 1 mL g^−1^, respectively. Notably, high surface areas were obtained only when the complexation solvent was a poor solvent for both polymers. For example, dense materials were obtained in water which could dissolve PAA. On this basis, the authors hypothesized that the collapsed polymer chains in their nonsolvents were instantaneously fixed by ionic cross‐linking, which resulted in frozen porosity. The nonsolvent complexation strategy applies to various PILs[68c](#anie201710272-bib-0068c){ref-type="ref"},[68](#anie201710272-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} and acid molecules including multivalent acids[68b](#anie201710272-bib-0068b){ref-type="ref"} and pillar\[5\]arene supramolecular acids.[35b](#anie201710272-bib-0035b){ref-type="ref"} It is conceptually simple, straightforward, and applies to a fairly large family of PILs with exceptional performance and stability in organic media. However, there is less control over the pore size of the products and they are susceptible to aqueous media with high ionic strength, thus necessitating covalent cross‐linking for stabilization of the structure and applications in water.

5.3. Hyper‐Cross‐Linking Method {#anie201710272-sec-0016}
-------------------------------

The hyper‐cross‐linking method has been exploited to prepare a series of porous PIL composites.[69a](#anie201710272-bib-0069a){ref-type="ref"}--[69d](#anie201710272-bib-0069d){ref-type="ref"} The solvothermal copolymerization of divinylbenzene (DVB) and vinylimidazolium IL monomers was use by Kuzmicz et al. to prepare mesoporous PIL monoliths with a highest surface area of 935 m^2^ g^−1^.[69a](#anie201710272-bib-0069a){ref-type="ref"} The prepared PILs contained an abundance of embedded mesopores and adjustable IL functionalities, thereby offering two distinct applications in N‐heterocyclic carbene catalysis and as porous carbon precursors. The method is simple and can even be conducted when there are space limitations. For example, performing the method in the interstices within cellulose fiber‐based tissue paper led to the generation of a mesoporous PIL/tissue paper hybrid membrane.[69f](#anie201710272-bib-0069f){ref-type="ref"} Zhang et al. used a solid‐state C−O cross‐coupling reaction to prepare charged porous polymers. This mechanochemical strategy is "green", facile, and the resulting porous polymers show good activity and stability for SO~2~ capture.[70](#anie201710272-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}

Xiao and co‐workers prepared nanoporous PIL/PDVB copolymers by post‐modification.[69e](#anie201710272-bib-0069e){ref-type="ref"} Firstly, DVB was copolymerized with 1‐vinylimidazole under solvothermal conditions to yield superhydrophobic mesoporous copolymers with a water contact angle of approximately 150°. Quaternary alkylation led to the neutral imidazole groups being converted into positively charged imidazolium units, which drop the water contact angle to \<10°. A similar strategy was adopted by Bordiga and co‐workers, who proposed a two‐step route to PILs with specific surface areas up to 800 m^2^ g^−1^.[69b](#anie201710272-bib-0069b){ref-type="ref"} The authors used a Debus--Radziszewski click reaction to prepare hierarchically porous PILs with a specific surface area of 400 m^2^ g^−1^. These materials exhibited good performance in CO~2~ sorption (CO~2~ uptake: 2 mmol g^−1^ of at 1 bar and 273 K) through the formation of an imidazolium carboxylate zwitterion.[71](#anie201710272-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} Hyper‐cross‐linking has so far produced porous polyelectrolytes with the highest surface areas at the expense of a low ionic charge density in the material. Engineering high surface area polyelectrolytes (\>1000 m^2^ g^−1^) with high charge density remains a challenge.

6. Applications {#anie201710272-sec-0017}
===============

Porous polyelectrolytes are endowed with enriched functionalities because of the synergy between the pores and charge at multiple length scales. For example, PPMs show advanced implications for the separation/sensing/transport of ions, charged nanoparticles, and/or macromolecules, which is attributed to the combination of the Donnan effect and size exclusion. Moreover, the amplified particle--drug interactions at the charged pore interfaces has led to porous polyelectrolytes showing a high load combined with a programmed release for gene therapies. Interestingly, polyelectrolytes with porous structures exhibit superior performance in organic catalysis both as the catalysts and/or support materials.

6.1. Environmental Applications {#anie201710272-sec-0018}
-------------------------------

### 6.1.1. Environmental Remediation {#anie201710272-sec-0019}

Common heavy metal ions in waste water, such as copper, lead, nickel, and zinc, are hazardous pollutants that threaten human health. Porous polyelectrolytes are effective for their removal because of the ion--polyelectrolyte interactions. Zhang and co‐workers grafted PAA chains onto a porous poly(glycidyl methacrylate) monolith, and the resulting system showed a Cu^2+^ adsorption capacity as high as 35.30 mg g^−1^ as a result of favorable complexation with the numerous carboxylate groups in the monolith.[72](#anie201710272-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Chen and co‐workers prepared negatively charged porous polyacrylonitrile polymers with improved adsorption capacities for Hg^2+^, Ag^+^, and Cu^2+^.[73](#anie201710272-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} Encouraging results were also obtained with porous sodium alginate, which exhibited a high adsorption capacity of 90.0 mg g^−1^ for Cr^III^ ions.[74](#anie201710272-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} In addition to aqueous adsorption, porous PILs show improved performance in the removal of pollutants from organic solvents[35b](#anie201710272-bib-0035b){ref-type="ref"}, [68b](#anie201710272-bib-0068b){ref-type="ref"} and the adsorption of CO~2~.[46a](#anie201710272-bib-0046a){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#anie201710272-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#anie201710272-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} Ammonia is a highly toxic industrial gas that is hazardous to both health and the environment. Brønsted acidic porous polymers showed a high uptake of ammonia gas (2 mmol g^−1^ at 0.05 mbar equilibrium pressure) as a result of proton transfer between the ammonia molecules and the acidic groups combined with strong hydrogen‐bonding interactions.[75](#anie201710272-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}

Besides their application as adsorbents, porous polyelectrolytes with responsive pore sizes can also function as separation membranes.[76](#anie201710272-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} Gu and Wiesner tuned the pore size (23--48 nm) and molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of nanoporous PS‐*b*‐P4VP membranes by modulating the amount of glycerol additives in the casting solutions.[77](#anie201710272-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} This approach provided a route to nanoporous membranes with tunable applications for both ultrafiltration and nanofiltration without compromising the mechanical properties of the membrane.[78](#anie201710272-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Stamm and co‐workers demonstrated the multifunctionality of nanoporous polyelectrolyte membranes in catalysis and pH‐switchable filtration, whereby the pores arose from the random stacking of PS‐*b*‐P4VP particles.[79](#anie201710272-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} The membrane rejected 97 % lysozyme protein and the permeation of water was pH‐dependent. Minko and co‐workers have also investigated a series of responsive PPMs.[76a](#anie201710272-bib-0076a){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#anie201710272-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} For example, the permeability of a sodium alginate porous membrane towards rhodamine B dye molecules was near zero at pH 7, consistent with the closed pore state at this pH value.

Very recently, Im and co‐workers proposed an initiated chemical vapor deposition method to prepare cross‐linked, conformal polyelectrolyte coatings.[81](#anie201710272-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} By using these methods the authors deposited polyelectrolyte coatings on stainless‐steel mesh to fabricate a hydrophilic and underwater oleophobic membrane, which exhibited a high separation efficiency (\>99 %) and unprecedentedly high permeation flux (2.32×10^5^ L m^−2^ h^−1^) in oil/water separations. This approach is a generic method to prepare porous polyelectrolyte hybrids with broadly tuned surface chemistry, hydrophilicity, and functional groups. The groups of Xu and Wang engineered hierarchical porous anion‐exchange membranes with improved ion‐exchange capacity and selectivity, which show good performance in the recovery of acid from waste water by means of diffusion dialysis.[51](#anie201710272-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Fouling of filtration membranes is an important issue that degrades the separation performance with increasing operation time. Several reports show that incorporating zwitterionic polyelectrolytes into porous polymer membranes improved their antifouling properties.[82](#anie201710272-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}

### 6.1.2. Environmental Sensing and Actuation {#anie201710272-sec-0020}

Polyelectrolyte chains carrying functional organic units are known for their responsiveness towards environmental stimuli (moisture, light, temperature, pH, etc.). These properties could be engineered into sensors and actuators. For example, Qian and co‐workers found that the sensing speed of a nanoporous PDADMAC/PAA LbL film coated on an optical fiber with a thin core was one order of magnitude faster than dense PDADMAC/PAA coatings, because the pore channels speed up the molecular diffusion when switching between different pH values.[20b](#anie201710272-bib-0020b){ref-type="ref"} This edge property brought by the ion‐responsiveness of the polyelectrolytes and fast transport in porous channels was further evidenced with porous PIL pH sensors,[45a](#anie201710272-bib-0045a){ref-type="ref"} which featured an even faster sensing speed because of the higher density of pores compared with the porous LbL films. Vancso and co‐workers introduced polyferrocenylsilane (PFS) moieties into porous polyelectrolyte membranes and prepared redox‐responsive devices. The reversible switching of the pore structures was dependent on the redox state of the ferrocene unit in the polymer backbone (Figure [9](#anie201710272-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} d).[83a](#anie201710272-bib-0083a){ref-type="ref"}

![a) Adaptive movement of a PILTf~2~N/C‐pillar\[5\]arene complex membrane (1 mm×20 mm×30 mm) in acetone vapor (24 kPa, 20 °C, left) and then back in air (right). b) Comparision of the actuation rate to literature results. c)  SEM image of the porous membrane actuator.[45b](#anie201710272-bib-0045b){ref-type="ref"} d) Chemical structures of a polyferrocenylsilane‐based redox‐responsive porous polyelectrolyte membrane and SEM images of its more‐closed and more‐opened states when reduced and oxidized, respectively.[83a](#anie201710272-bib-0083a){ref-type="ref"} e) Actuating and recovering of PIL‐modified tissue paper membranes. The SEM image is a cross‐sectional view of the membrane.[83b](#anie201710272-bib-0083b){ref-type="ref"} f) Adaptive movement of a hybrid membrane formed from PIL and a metal‐organic framework (11 mm×2 mm×38 μm) in NH~3~ gas.[83c](#anie201710272-bib-0083c){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Ref. [45b](#anie201710272-bib-0045b){ref-type="ref"}, [83a](#anie201710272-bib-0083a){ref-type="ref"}--[83c](#anie201710272-bib-0083c){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g012){#anie201710272-fig-0009}

As for soft actuators, pore structures in PIL membranes were found to improve actuation speed and sensitivity. Zhao et al. used a PILTf~2~N/C‐pillar\[5\]arene complex membrane to fabricate a porous polyelectrolyte actuator (Figure [9](#anie201710272-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} a--c).[45b](#anie201710272-bib-0045b){ref-type="ref"} A gradient in the degree of electrostatic complexation along the membrane cross‐section was accompanied by heterogeneous swelling, thus bending the membrane in contact with the organic vapors. Meanwhile, pores were proven to accelerate the diffusion of the solvent gas stimulus to the site of action. As a result of this synergy, the actuation speed toward acetone vapor (24 kPa, 20 °C) is at least one order of magnitude faster than other synthetic polymer actuators. Porous PIL actuators were capable of distinguishing 13 types of solvents as well as sensing acetone molecules at as low as 0.1 mol % in water.[45c](#anie201710272-bib-0045c){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, Lin and co‐workers introduced a PIL‐modified tissue paper to improve the actuator flexibility (Figure [9](#anie201710272-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} e).[83b](#anie201710272-bib-0083b){ref-type="ref"} Last but not least, the porous PIL actuator system is compatible with other materials chemistry, such as hybridization and crystallization of metal‐organic frameworks, thus resulting in higher mechanical strength or responsiveness towards NH~3~ gas (Figure [9](#anie201710272-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} f).[83c](#anie201710272-bib-0083c){ref-type="ref"}

6.2. Energy Applications {#anie201710272-sec-0021}
------------------------

### 6.2.1. Electrocatalysis/Batteries {#anie201710272-sec-0022}

PILs are known to be precursors of nitrogen‐doped carbon materials. Recently, porous PILTf~2~N‐PAA membranes were pyrolyzed under vacuum to template the formation of nitrogen‐doped porous carbon membranes.[84](#anie201710272-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} The synthetic route has so far been scaled up to 10.5×3.5 cm^2^. These carbon membranes featured a high graphitic order, hierarchical pore structures, and nitrogen doping that are favorable for electrochemical applications. For example, after functionalization with cobalt nanoparticles,[84a](#anie201710272-bib-0084a){ref-type="ref"} Co/CoP Janus‐like nanoparticles,[84b](#anie201710272-bib-0084b){ref-type="ref"} or carbon nanotubes,[84c](#anie201710272-bib-0084c){ref-type="ref"} these hybrid membranes turned out to be active non‐noble metal electrocatalysts toward overall water splitting, the hydrogen evolution reaction, or CO~2~ reduction reaction (Faradaic efficiency of 81 % for the production of formate).

Porous polyelectrolyte membranes were also applied directly in flow batteries as ion separators. The groups of Li and Zhang conducted the LbL assembly of polyelectrolytes on both the inner pore wall and the surface of sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone)/poly(ether sulfone) membranes (Figure [10](#anie201710272-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}).[85a](#anie201710272-bib-0085a){ref-type="ref"} This resulted in the membrane surface being conferred with hydrophilicity and high ion conductivity, while the polyelectrolytes on the pore walls reduced the pore size of the substrate for higher ion selectivity. Similar porous polyelectrolyte membranes based on poly(ether sulfone)/sufonated poly(ether ether ketone) blends[85b](#anie201710272-bib-0085b){ref-type="ref"} and cross‐linked networks on the pore walls of polysulfone[85c](#anie201710272-bib-0085c){ref-type="ref"} were also realized and applied in vanadium flow batteries. Enhanced proton conducitivity, stability, and ion selectivity were achieved. The responsive porous polyelectrolyte membranes function as efficient separators for vanadium flow batteries over a wide range of current densities. Very recently, the groups of Xu and Guiver reported a microporous polyelectrolyte membrane based on Trögers base that exhibited good chemical stability and a hydroxide conductivity of 164.4 mS cm under optimal operating conditions. The membrane was easily synthesized from two commercial monomers and the high conductivity was thought to be related to the synergy of the intrinsic microporosity and the positive charge, which is appealing for fuel cells, flow batteries, and dialysis applications.[86](#anie201710272-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}

![a) Schematic and real view of a cell stack prototype of the sponge‐like porous polybenzimidazole membrane utilized in vanadium flow batteries. b) Chemical structure and proton conducting mechanism of a porous polybenzimidazole membrane. c) SEM image of the cross‐section of the membrane.[85a](#anie201710272-bib-0085a){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Ref. [85a](#anie201710272-bib-0085a){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g013){#anie201710272-fig-0010}

### 6.2.2. Ion Gating and Ion Pumps {#anie201710272-sec-0023}

Biological membranes are excellent at controlling mass transport through ion and water channels in an energy‐efficient way. Translating this gating capability into synthetic materials is a compelling topic that is in its infancy. Responsive polyelectrolytes, when anchored to nanoscale channel surfaces, can play an enabling role in gating water permeability and ion transport. One way to mimic biological gating properties is with the self‐assembled BCP isoporous membranes. Peinemann and co‐workers studied the pH‐responsive gating behavior of an isoporous PS‐*b*‐P4VP membrane prepared by NISP in combination with the BCP self‐assembly approach.[41b](#anie201710272-bib-0041b){ref-type="ref"} The water flux increased more than two orders of magnitude upon changing the pH value from 2 to 8, and is reversible. While the dependence of the porous morphology and water flux on the pH value stems from the pH‐dependent protonation/deprotonation properties of the P4VP block, the strong response to pH is ascribed to the unusually high porosity coupled with a uniform distribution of pore sizes. In parallel, Azzaroni and co‐workers used single conical nanopore channel gating devices prepared by the LbL technique.[87](#anie201710272-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} The surface charge on the pore walls decreased rapidly as the number of PAH/PSS layers increased. The ion‐transport properties of the modified channel were studied in detail, which laid the chemical foundations for the LbL modification of nanochannels and the physical principles of ion transport across nanopores functionalized with the supramolecular assemblies. Other polyelectrolytes have also been investigated for ionic gating.[88](#anie201710272-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} Ali et al. found that significant differences exist between the carboxylate and phosphonate groups with respect to calcium binding and transportation.[89b](#anie201710272-bib-0089b){ref-type="ref"} Soler‐Illia et al. reported that a strong polyelectrolyte (poly\[(2‐(methacryloyloxy)ethyl)trimethylammonium chloride) could be grafted inside mesoporous membranes by thermal‐ or light‐initiated free‐radical polymerization, with the polyelectrolyte grafting content or macroscopic positioning under fine control.[89a](#anie201710272-bib-0089a){ref-type="ref"} Significant efforts have also been directed to ion channels by combining responsive polyelectrolytes with task‐specific substrates bearing channels of distinctive geometry. Jiang and co‐workers designed nanochannels with various geometries, sizes, and gate positions by integrating responsive polyelectrolytes (e.g. PAA, P4VP, and DNA) to surfaces of pore walls to explore smart ion gates.[88](#anie201710272-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} An hour‐glass‐shaped nanochannel with two wide open bases (250--300 nm) and a narrow center (10--30 nm) was made, and PAA was grafted only onto one side of the channel by plasma‐induced radical grafting (Figure [11](#anie201710272-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} a).[88b](#anie201710272-bib-0088b){ref-type="ref"} The PAA‐modified, asymmetric "smart" channel shows a reversible and reproducible open/closed switching state upon alternating the pH value of the test solutions between 2 and 10. Ion‐gating devices that were multiresponsive to temperature and pH were built by grafting poly(*N*‐isopropylacrylamide) onto the other side of the nanochannel.[88c](#anie201710272-bib-0088c){ref-type="ref"}

![Schematic representation of cross‐sections of a) a single hour‐glass‐shaped nanochannel with one side grafted with PAA;[88b](#anie201710272-bib-0088b){ref-type="ref"} b) an artificial cooperative pH‐responsive double‐gate nanochannel with an acid‐driven PVP gate and a base‐driven PAA gate immobilized on the inner surface of the left and right sides of the tip, respectively. The inset shows the gating mechanisms for both ends of the ion channels.[88e](#anie201710272-bib-0088e){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Refs. [88b](#anie201710272-bib-0088b){ref-type="ref"},[88e](#anie201710272-bib-0088e){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g014){#anie201710272-fig-0011}

The ability of a single system to show multiresponsive behavior brought these nanochannel devices closer toward real‐life applications, for example, ion pumps. A cooperative pH‐responsive double‐gate nanochannel was designed that was asymmetrically functionalized with two weak polyelectrolytes, PAA and P4VP, respectively, at the two ends of the channel (Figure [11](#anie201710272-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} b).[88e](#anie201710272-bib-0088e){ref-type="ref"} As such, this bioinspired single ion pump is able to mimic three key features of biological ion pumps, namely, transformation of the ion pump into an ion channel under an asymmetric pH stimuli, an alternating ion pumping process under symmetric pH stimuli, and a fail‐safe ion pumping feature under both symmetric and asymmetric pH stimuli. Ion channels and ion pumps have been used for energy conversion including electricity generation and voltage response on a laboratory scale, which indicates their promising future in real‐life applications.

6.3. Biomedical Applications {#anie201710272-sec-0024}
----------------------------

### 6.3.1. Tissue Engineering {#anie201710272-sec-0025}

Porous 3D polyelectrolyte scaffolds and films have been exploited for tissue engineering, tissue repair, and drug delivery. The Zhang group, along with others, pioneered porous chitosan scaffolds for cell culture,[56a](#anie201710272-bib-0056a){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#anie201710272-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} gene tissue engineering (Figure [12](#anie201710272-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} d),[56b](#anie201710272-bib-0056b){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#anie201710272-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} gene delivery (Figure [12](#anie201710272-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} b),[92](#anie201710272-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} etc. They found that porous chitosan/sodium alginate scaffolds could mimic the growth environment of glioma cells in vitro by providing a microenvironment that is similar to that encountered in xenograft tumors in vivo.[56a](#anie201710272-bib-0056a){ref-type="ref"} The same group grew cells from glioblastoma cell lines on porous 3D chitosan/sodium alginate scaffolds to promote the proliferation and enrichment of cells that possessed the hallmarks of cancer stem cells.[90](#anie201710272-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} In another study on the repair of bone defects, a porous chitosan/sodium alginate scaffold promoted the growth of mesenchymal stem cells with a spherical morphology instead of monolayers (Figure [12](#anie201710272-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} a).[91b](#anie201710272-bib-0091b){ref-type="ref"} Scaffolds made exclusively from chitosan were also investigated.[91c](#anie201710272-bib-0091c){ref-type="ref"},[91d](#anie201710272-bib-0091d){ref-type="ref"} The PEC scaffold composed of chitosan, γ‐polyglutamic acid, and carboxymethylcellulose was used to treat dental bone defects (Figure [12](#anie201710272-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} c).[58b](#anie201710272-bib-0058b){ref-type="ref"}, [91d](#anie201710272-bib-0091d){ref-type="ref"} The crystallinity of the chitosan scaffold was found to correlate positively with the chitosan concentration and inversely to the solution acidity.[91d](#anie201710272-bib-0091d){ref-type="ref"} A 3D chitosan scaffold was developed with a pore size, pore orientation, and mechanical stiffness favorable for the regeneration of skeletal muscle tissue.[91c](#anie201710272-bib-0091c){ref-type="ref"} The scaffolds with an appropriate Young\'s modulus were able to produce myotubes with sizes comparable to the diameter of native innervated muscle fiber. Chen et al. reported that chitosan/hyaluronic acid scaffolds assisted the proliferation of fibroblasts and expression of EGF, VEGF, and IGF‐1 genes.[93](#anie201710272-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}

![Applications of polyelectrolyte scaffolds. a) Use of chitosan/alginate scaffolds for the repair of cranial defects.[91b](#anie201710272-bib-0091b){ref-type="ref"} b) Hematoxylin and eosin staining of TRAMP‐C2 tumor spheroids grown in chitosan/alginate scaffolds for 12 days.[92](#anie201710272-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} c) Morphology and microstructure of a PEC scaffold and attached MC3T3E1 cells on a PEC scaffold after incubation.[58b](#anie201710272-bib-0058b){ref-type="ref"} d) Optical images of the Von Kossa histological stain assay of chitosan/alginate scaffolds after culture in vitro and implantation in vivo.[56b](#anie201710272-bib-0056b){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Refs. [56b](#anie201710272-bib-0056b){ref-type="ref"}, [58b](#anie201710272-bib-0058b){ref-type="ref"}, [91b](#anie201710272-bib-0091b){ref-type="ref"}, [92](#anie201710272-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g015){#anie201710272-fig-0012}

### 6.3.2. Nanomedicines {#anie201710272-sec-0026}

Porous polyelectrolyte particles have been exploited for in vivo circulation (Figure [13](#anie201710272-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} c),[65a](#anie201710272-bib-0065a){ref-type="ref"} cell internalization, and drug delivery.[65a](#anie201710272-bib-0065a){ref-type="ref"},[65b](#anie201710272-bib-0065b){ref-type="ref"}, [94](#anie201710272-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} Caruso and co‐workers prepared porous disulfide‐bonded poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA) particles which rapidly traffic from early endosomes to lysosomes within a few minutes following internalization.[65a](#anie201710272-bib-0065a){ref-type="ref"}

![Applications of porous polyelectrolyte particles. a) Illustration of the nanofabrication, cell association, and biodistribution of PEG hydrogel particles.[94c](#anie201710272-bib-0094c){ref-type="ref"} b) Targeting of cancer cells using capsules or particles with a "hard" protein corona formed on the surface of polymer particles functionalized with monoclonal antibodies.[94b](#anie201710272-bib-0094b){ref-type="ref"} c) Representative images of labeled PMASH internalized (bottom) and external surface‐bound particles (top) particles in HeLa cells by imaging flow cytometry.[65a](#anie201710272-bib-0065a){ref-type="ref"} d) Representative deconvolution microscopy images of LIM1899 cells treated with PMASH‐doxorubicin particles at a particle/cell ratio of 1000:1.[65c](#anie201710272-bib-0065c){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Refs. [65a](#anie201710272-bib-0065a){ref-type="ref"},[65c](#anie201710272-bib-0065c){ref-type="ref"}, [94b](#anie201710272-bib-0094b){ref-type="ref"},[94c](#anie201710272-bib-0094c){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g016){#anie201710272-fig-0013}

The intracellular mobility was dependent on the particle size, shape, surface chemistry, and cell physiology. For example, the association of phagocytic blood cell with porous poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) particles was reduced upon decreasing the particle size from 1.4 μm to 150 nm. The retention of smaller PEG particles (150 nm) in blood 12 h after injection had increased fourfold compared with PEG particles larger than 400 nm (Figure [13](#anie201710272-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} a).[94c](#anie201710272-bib-0094c){ref-type="ref"} With regard to cell targeting, functionalization of the porous PMA particles with humanized A33 monoclonal antibodies (huA33 mAb) enhanced the binding power of the particles to the cell membrane of LIM2405þ cells (Figure [13](#anie201710272-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} b).[94b](#anie201710272-bib-0094b){ref-type="ref"} Redox modification of the protein surface of the porous particle affected both the physicochemical properties and the immunogenic performance.[94a](#anie201710272-bib-0094a){ref-type="ref"} In recent studies, Caruso and co‐workers were able to control the delivery of doxorubicin, an anticancer drug, by using pH‐labile bonding between the drug and the porous polyelectrolyte particles (Figure [13](#anie201710272-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} d).[65c](#anie201710272-bib-0065c){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to particles, porous polyelectrolyte films have also been exploited for drug delivery. Ji and co‐workers found that the pore structures in a porous polyethylenimine/PAA multilayer film could self‐heal upon exposure to saturated humidity.[95](#anie201710272-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} These dynamic characteristics were used for encapsulation of the representative hydrophobic drug triclosan in the film for surface‐mediated drug delivery. The porosity enabled a high drug loading in the film, and the subsequent sustained release stemmed from the humidity‐dependent pore gating. This dynamic porous polyelectrolyte film acts as a robust platform for the delivery of various active species, for example, hydrophobic drugs, nanoparticles, or macromolecules, in a wide variety of biomedical applications.

6.4. Catalysis {#anie201710272-sec-0027}
--------------

The coulombic charges on polyelectrolytes render them well‐suited nanoreactors for the preparation of metallic nanoparticles with high catalytic performance.[96](#anie201710272-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} The charged nanoporous network could also improve the pore affinity, polarity, colloidal stability, and accessibility.[3b](#anie201710272-bib-0003b){ref-type="ref"}, [97](#anie201710272-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} For example, Ma and co‐workers combined covalent organic frameworks (COFs) with a catalytically active polyelectrolyte by inner‐channel polymerization of its monomer. The hybrid porous polyelectrolyte showed significantly improved catalytic efficiency in the cycloaddition of epoxides, as a result of the synergy between the flexibility of the polymer chain and ionic COF--polyelectrolyte interactions (Figure [14](#anie201710272-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}).[98](#anie201710272-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, Liu and co‐workers discovered that porous polystyrene resins with an ultrahigh concentration of amino groups are effective in Friedel--Crafts alkylation and Beckmann rearrangement reactions. Aside from the properties of the ionic interfaces, the charges can stabilize ligands or metal ions and/or serve as the catalyst themselves under basic[99](#anie201710272-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} or acidic[100](#anie201710272-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} conditions. For example, Bruening and co‐workers fabricated a porous polyelectrolyte/anodic aluminum oxide/gold nanoparticle composite membrane for the catalytic reduction of 4‐nitrophenol.[101](#anie201710272-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"} The high accessibility of the gold nanoparticles results in a highly efficient membrane‐flow catalysis, whereby \>99 % of the 0.4 m[m]{.smallcaps} 4‐nitrophenol was reduced at linear flow rates of 0.98 cm s^−1^. Similar conditions can be found in hollow fiber membranes[102](#anie201710272-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"} and porous PIL membranes.[103](#anie201710272-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}

![Synthesis of PPS⊂COF‐TpBpy‐Cu and structures of COF‐TpBpy and PPS⊂COF‐TpBpy‐Cu, which were used as catalysts for the cycloaddition of epichlorohydrin; TpBpy=1,3,5‐triformylphloroglucinol and 5,5′‐diamino‐2,2′‐bipyridine.[98](#anie201710272-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} Reproduced from Ref. [98](#anie201710272-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} with permission.](ANIE-57-6754-g017){#anie201710272-fig-0014}

Porous PILs have also shown special properties in catalysis and other applications.[67c](#anie201710272-bib-0067c){ref-type="ref"} Zhao et al. prepared porous PIL complexes in which the porous network was first loaded with as high as 13 wt % copper ions and next used as a composite catalyst for the highly efficient aerobic oxidation of hydrocarbons under mild conditions.[68a](#anie201710272-bib-0068a){ref-type="ref"} Zhou and co‐workers synthesized a high surface area porous PIL network with high ion density and basicity for the cycloaddition of CO~2~ and epoxides.[104](#anie201710272-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} The groups of Wang,[69c](#anie201710272-bib-0069c){ref-type="ref"} Xiao,[69e](#anie201710272-bib-0069e){ref-type="ref"} and Bordiga[69b](#anie201710272-bib-0069b){ref-type="ref"} copolymerized several IL monomers with divinylbenzene to prepare mesoporous PILs that function as a solid--liquid heterophase catalyst. Interestingly, these mesoporous PILs have good accessibility to organic compounds and resistance to CO~2~/H~2~O. The catalytic function of the porous PIL family was further expanded by loading with palladium nanoparticles or α‐CuV~2~O~6~ nanobelts for the oxidation of benzyl alcohol[105](#anie201710272-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} or the direct catalytic synthesis of 2,5‐diformylfuran from fructose,[106](#anie201710272-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} respectively.

7. Conclusion and Outlook {#anie201710272-sec-0028}
=========================

Porous polyelectrolytes show a fine synergy between ionic units and surface chemistry within confined pore environments engineered by polymer chemistry methods and/or polymer processing techniques. Appealing properties can be generated to serve a wide range of fields, including environmental remediation, liquid purification/separation, ion rectification, battery membranes, scaffolds, drug delivery, and catalysis. Conventional methods for the fabrication of porous neutral polymers apply only in part to porous polyelectrolytes because of their ionic character. Specific methods such as LbL assembly, freeze‐drying, inter‐polyelectrolyte complexation, etc. offer a simplified synthetic route and better control over the pores and structural motifs in the polyelectrolytes. They can provide access to honeycomb patterns and gradient elements, which enable a plethora of possibilities in materials design. In contrast to other ordered porous materials (COFs, MOFs, zeolites, etc.), porous polyelectrolytes are easily prepared in technologically more relevant forms such as membranes, thin films, fibers, and particles because of their polymeric nature. Nevertheless, control over the surface area and micropore size in porous polyelectrolytes is far below what is demanded. For example, a specific surface area of 1200 m^2^ g^−1^ is common in porous neutral polymers or frameworks, but has not yet been achieved in porous polyelectrolytes. There is indeed much room left for developing new synthetic concepts to modulate the pore size, pore shape, and surface functionality at multiple length scales, and the micropores in particular.

One of the most significant effects of porous polyelectrolytes is the electrostatic interactions in nanopores, which might enable new ion purification and separation techniques. Energy applications of porous polyelectrolytes are rapidly expanding, such as ion pumps and battery membranes. When applied as carbon precursors to produce electrode materials, the porous polyelectrolytes can, during carbonization, facilitate pore preservation, heteroatom doping, and impregnation of inorganic nanoparticles. Porous polyelectrolytes have been investigated for a long time in the biomedical area, where the ionic interaction plays a pivotal role in determining the microstructures of scaffolds and drug vehicles, and in controlling the drug‐loading and ‐releasing properties. In terms of catalysis, porous polyelectrolytes can create an adaptive pore environment for individual reactions by tuning the nanoconfinement effect, the ionic interaction with substrate molecules, and the choice of surface groups. Porous polyelectrolytes with new structural platforms, for example, fibers or 2D porous polyelectrolytes, have been much less explored and represent vast future opportunities. These examples have greatly advanced the research into the application of porous polymers and, in our opinion, will remain the main driving force in the future.

Porous polyelectrolytes make up an interdisciplinary research topic that is ripe for new discoveries. They benefit from the abundant synthetic methods, optional chemical compositions, and emerging nanotechnologies, and offer a great opportunity to explore materials with extraordinary properties. For example, the combination of porous polyelectrolytes with polymer processing technologies and chemical methods for porous polymers (3D printing,[107](#anie201710272-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"} microfluidics,[108](#anie201710272-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} wet/electrospinning,[109](#anie201710272-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"} polymers of intrinsic microporosity,[86](#anie201710272-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} and conjugated microporous polymers,[110](#anie201710272-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} etc.) brings exciting opportunities but is still in its infancy. We can foresee porous polyelectrolytes unceasingly initiating the interest and curiosity of scientists and even leading to the production of fine products in industry.
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